
Ruin Shade 

“Ruin Shade” , a key card 
from <<Granblue>> will 
be reprinted in this set 
with an alternate 
illustration!!

Alternate 
Illustration

illust:アオガチョウ

G-BT06
Transcension of Blade & Blossom
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Episode 8: A Place of Chance Meetings

©Project Vanguard G 2014-2015/TV Tokyo

Since the GIRS Crisis arc, 
Misaki feels really 

different and she looks 
like a university student 

now.

I am really touched by 
her passion towards the 

card shop!!

On the right is the 
gang leader of 
Bloody Angel. 

He is now Shion’s
underling.



Watch the latest episodes online now!

DAISUKI: http://www.daisuki.net/
Crunchyroll: http://www.crunchyroll.com/

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/CARDFIGHTVanguard

Episode 8: A Place of Chance Meetings
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Legendary Dimensional Robo,
Daikaiser Leon

The evolution of “Daikaiser” into Grade 4!

Counter-blast 1 and flip a card with the same name 
in the G-zone face up to activate the ability.
When you reveal a Grade 3 card during the drive 
check, you can retire 1 of your opponent’s 
guardians!

Break through with Triple Drive!!!
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At first, I was thinking of drawing something blocky and 
angular. However, the idea that “as the unit is more simple 
when it evolves, it becomes more contoured” got into my mind 
and this is the final product of the concept.

I saw the Merlion when I went to an event in Singapore 
recently and I got inspired by it.
This illustration is full of my love towards Singapore too!

Comment from the Illustrator, Obari-sensei
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Look forward to next week’s episode too!

Cardfight!! Vanguard G
GIRS Crisis

Episode 9: The Zoo Branch


